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1 - htrae gone wrong (reverse first word)

Ok here we are

Where you ask?
I'll tell you ok.

In an opposite Earth where most things are possible things are always the same forever, until you leave
and come back. kind of like at the bottom of this page, the list of online users is the same until you click
a new page and the list has shifted a little since maybe a few users have signed on or off during the
loading of a new page on this website.

Ok im Z, yep thats my name just Z (like All Growed Up huh) there are two kinds of creatures on my earth
like on yours there are male/female and whatevers in between. Well on my earth there are gorfs and
glyphs. I'm a glyph and quite frankly gorfs and glyphs don't like eachother at all. Were not in a war but
we both have distinguishable characteristics so that when we see eachother we can ignore eachother.
Sounds simple as can be right? WRONG!! you see, Some glyphs and gorfs don't just ignore eachother,
they will pull pranks and start fighting.

Big deal a fist fight... nope nope nope, for us we can create explosions when we rub these wire things
that we each have together and picture two people sandwhiching a bomb... yah like I said huh

unforgetably, we also have a third type of creature here called eihipps. they are best described as peace
keepers who try to stop these fights. Sure nobody really likes eihippes and they are treated how you
would treat a lawyer or a or a person a year younger than you *im not a hater by the way* Well anyway,
we have our little jokes about the eihippes and somehow these jokes keep us gorfs and glyphs getting
along and laughing with eachother.

...moving on...

Picture our world like a place under a bridge you know lots of water, trash, grass, and odd creatures
*eye twitches.* Yeah sure i like my world and all but since nothings ever new, we tend to leave for about
a week then comeback to see whats different. Its pretty kewl to do that but i have the luck where
whenever I leave and comeback its usually more polluted and gross. Yet i still take my chances.

The creatures here are kewl too, like our lung bones go vertical and yours go horizontal.HaHa were cool.

we use electricity like you use water AKA everything. We still have water but were allergic to it. Therefor
we have a constant reusable source of energy. So you run a lot in pe class then go get a drink of water,
we run in pe then go rub our feet on a big carpet. sigh aaahhhhhh.

We cannot fly but we can levitate for a few seconds by sending electricity to the ground and creating a
lift.
THATS FREGGIN KEWL



well my weirdo friend Catlin is crazy. We call her eggbert and she calls us Freggin midget!!!
Who's we u ask? That would be me and my friend stephen. I had other friends like dakota and brian but
they were gone last time i left this planet and came back. Oh well... they were yaoi demons anyway.*still
not a hater*

well ill be back with more weird updates



2 - next part

Ok hi its me... Z again wassup?
I think i need to take a vacation to a place in my world called A.L.
Yah quiet, no people... perfect for a date.
Well ok since last time we met? or did we meet? Whats your name? oh gr8 kewl
so last time we met we discussed weird worlds who should never EVER collide.
since then i have gone to the bathroom twice* youre welcome for sharing* and half of the grassy lands
have turned to deserts. *1 s= sand, 2 s= ice cream*
ok yah stephen got captured and well get to finding him eventually and caitlin got hit with a rock on her
head and is now dumber than before: *duhhhh drools*
My other friend got a new horse, struck it rich by inventing scented toilet paper, then Elijah Wood fell in
love with her and they got married.
My next door neighbor Daniel got hit by a train... and lived with a flat face,
and last but not least, at our last school game, the cheerleaders all feel off of their pyramid and are all in
the hospital.
Yet im still waiting for some crazy thing to happen to me.......
I'll be back with more updates from insanity ok



3 - even more crap

im back with more great news rnt you so excited

Ok on Christmas Eve, there was an earth quake, Santa said he was stuck in a chimney when it
happened :P
Pop stars are going on strike all around the world, my cat is anorexic, I found a persons credit card, but
right when i picked it up, a lady came and took it and smacked me with her purse...oops, and ive gotten
myself a girlfriend and were already planning our trip to A.L.

ok whats big about my story?

my life has simple changes as people go then comeback.
When i go to A.L. some big stuff will happen in my life which will seem small to other creatures. O I cant
wait till we leave because its like rolling the dice... and im hoping for snake eyes



4 - big freakin change

Ok Sarah(my gf) and I were boarding the train that runs on our own electricity and can travel between
planets. We were about to get on the train, but the eihipp taking tickets to get on the train wouldnt let the
creatures in front of us on.
He said that they were'nt getting on the train and that if they didn't leave then he would call the olipsses
or police. i can see why they wouldn't let one of these creatures on, he was a...a behemoth, he had a
large mohawk and must have been about 9 feet tall. I would be suprised if he could fit through the door
on the train. He had with him a small gorf that looked week and needed to get somewhere. This was
weird because he was a glyph and he had befriended a small gorf, he obviously had high determination
to get somewhere and fast.

Well finally that guy KO'd the doorman and entered, Sarah and I glanced at eachother and stepped
inside the door.

Inside we saw creatures of all sizes and colors, we even saw something that looked like a flamingo with
green feathers.
We sat down observing odd beings and every so often glanced at that tall man to try finding out what he
was thinking. Had no expression on his face and didn't move a single muscle.
This was pretty creepy because most glyphs, gorfs, and eihipps looked the same without their slight
character defects.
Well the train started moving and we all got that feeling since our train moved with our energy, so a large
trip would wipe you out even if you weren't driving.

The train abruptly halted and we saw that out of nowhere the large creature seemed to be electricuting
himself and the small gorf seemed to be healing as her friend was dying.

Well you could say that we were screwed because we had moved an equivalent of your 45 miles, Sarah
and I didnt know where we were since we don't travel much* wonder why*, and all the other passengers
were screaming like caged testing monkeys.
Well keep reading for more updated from me and... ummmm... o yeah Sarah.



5 - Whatever happened to caitlin and Stephen?

Ok so im back again and since my story has no point whatsoever but to bore you for the next few hours I
somehow got home w my girlfrien ok yah im weird i no

Well on to caitllin, she approached her multiplication between 3-5's but expect caitlin, weep and tell her
why she should bother.
Shes keeps thinking that she is pregnant every time she has to go to the bathroom which after her " hit
by a rock incident" doesnt surprise me ok
I got 4 pictures of caitlin picking her nose and glancing every which way to see if any one was watching
but boy was she WRONG!
anyway, i guess ill move on because your probably thinking im just bagging on Caitlin ***AHHH-
TRUE!!***
Well my good friend stephen* giggle NOT* has been seeing things, i dont know why but my first guess
would be the fact that a rumor was started about him that he was like a stoner in our world where he
mixes chemicals with water* to not be allergic* and gettin way highhhhh ok
Well i kind of started to believe it. LOL
Stephen has had too many nachos* not a hatr, love nachos* for his time, but not to worry hell grow into
his body in a few years * hopefully*
and thats pretty much it except for the fact that he threw a pencil at our Art teacher because he wouldnt
let stephen draw body parts*wink* and he got his first detention in 6 years.
ok i think im goin crazy
My Trip to Al didnt turn out and ive found out that most of the cheerleaders are recovered, but there has
to be something more. like one of the cheerleaders lost three teeth since well dshe was at the top of the
pyramid.
And finally Kassie divorsed elijah wood because she caught him looking at porn so she threw a hammer
at him and filed for divorse.
THE END
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